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India’s broken rice export ban.
Prelims: Indian economy and Indian social development
Mains: GS paper III: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development, and employment, major crop pattern In India.
Why in news?


The ruling government of India, not more than 4 months ago put banned the export of
wheat from India, because of unexpected crop failure resulting in low procurement and
a decrease in public stocks. . Concerns over a similar situation arising have now led it to
impose curbs, albeit not an outright ban, on rice shipments as well

What are the restriction


India exports four categories of Rice, and out of those, two of them –basmati rice and parboiled non-basmati rice – are openly allowed.



The restriction is only for the other two: raw(white), and broken non-basmati rice.



Recently, the Revenue Department to the Ministry of Finance informed the slapping of
20% duty export on rice “ other than the parboiled and basmati rice “ which was supposed
to come into effect from Sept 9.



It will include all the raw non-basmati rice shipments, whether full or broken grains.



Another noti ication of the Directorate General of Foreign Trade in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry puts a blanket ban on broken rice export.



It concludes that only nonbroken basmati of full-grained will be allowed for export on
payment of 20% duty



The restrictions noticed will come into effect just under half of India’s rice exports in terms
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of quantity and over a third by value.
Why these bans?
There are prime reasons :


The 1st is the significant decline of India’s rice production due to the deficient monsoon
rainfall in the northern states of India, like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and Gegatic
West Bengal.



The 2nd reason is It the production of rice in Punjab and Haryana also affected the virus
that has caused the “dwar ing” of paddy plants in many fields there.



The 3rd reason is during current the Kharif season some of the farmers have planted the
lower–yielding shorter duration varieties, which is bound to re lect the output.



The 4th reason is, that rice export is being restricted, as to sustain the public duration system with the low public wheat.



Broken rice can be used to boost India’s ethanol production.

What are Parboiled rice and broken rice?


The type of rice that is obtained, from the milling of paddy grains produced by farmers. In
general, paddy has 20-20% husk and 10-11% bran. Remnant of the husk and bran white
raw rice that contains 68-69% of paddy. The milled rice at the end has both whole grains
and broken grains.



The paddy with its outer husk is soaked in water, steamed, and dried, hence the rice becomes harder and breakage during milling is called parboiled rice.



India exports parboiled rice which contains 5-15% broken grains. In raw rice, it is about
25%.



Rice which is 100% broken exports have been prohibited.

Rice export in India


According to the data, last year more than 70% of basmati has been exported to Iran and
Arabian countries,



Some more percent were being added to it by the countries like UK, USA, Canada, Australia.



Almost 55% of non-basmati rice has been exported to African countries. Including countries of south America like Cameroon, Djibouti, Guinea, Madagascar, Somalia Benin, Ivory
Coast, Senegal, Togo, and Liberia.



Most exports to Africa and Bangladesh consist of parboiled rice, while China imports broken rice that has now been banned.
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What is promising about the selective ban on rice exports?


The central government of India has determined to make sure the availability of broken
rice for various industrial uses and for its own poultry.



The Eastern countries depend upon Indian cheap rice, mainly for feed purposes depend.
so the Rice shipment to the nations in the East has been restricted.



The central government of India’s indirect message for these countries is to import corn
from us.



Saving the domestic stocks of food grains in a country like India holding a large population
is very essential at a time of fears of a global food crisis precipitated by fertilizer shortages
and droughts.



This will help the producer to stand a bene it with corn prices ruling at ₹22,000-23,000 a
ton.

What are the criticisms against this government move?
There is fear that the restrictions,


can affect the supplies in a negative way when the demand will increase in hr global market for Indian rice.



Bring shortage to the global food.



Surplus the in lation in the poor countries.

What is the way ahead?


1st is to reduce export prices can be announced to intercept any under-invoicing.



2nd, There should be periodic checks to make sure premium non-Basmati and other types
of rice are not get shipped as Basmati rice to avoid the 20% tax by hawala traders.



The 3rd , will be to ensure that other types of rice are not mixed with Basmati and shipped
out to evade the tax. In both these cases, there is a lurking danger of hawala traders
operating through this channel.

Farhin

CRISPR: beginning to deliver
Prelims: the importance of national and international relation
Mains: GS paper III, IT and space ield awareness.
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Why is it in the news?



For the last 3 years, the gene–editing technology also known as CRISPR (Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats), with about unlimited abilities has produced
lawless results in Clinical Trials.



India permitted a 5-year Project to develop CRISPR to eradicate, sickle cell anemia.

What is genome editing?


These are a kind of DNA editing technology.



By using genome editing technologies, scientists can change DNA, change the physical features of eye colour, and reduce the disease risk.



These technologies work like scissors, they cut the DNA in a particular spot, and after that
scientists can add or remove, or can replace the DNA, where it was cut.



During the late 1900s CRISPR technologies were developed around the world.s.

CRISPR technology?


CRISPR (Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) is a new genome editing tool developed in 2009.



After the development of the CRISPR tool, it becomes easier to work with DNA than before.



Advantages of CRISPR: It is simpler, faster, low cost, and has more accuracy than the earlier invented editing tools.



It is a kind of unique technology, by which geneticists and medicine researchers edit the
parts of the genome adding or altering portions of the DNA in living organisms of DNA
sequence



It is made of two molecules that introduced the change in DNA

What is CRISPR-Cas9?


They are kind of an enzyme named Cas9.
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It works as a pair of “molecular scissors “, which can cut the two strands of DNA at a particular location in the genome so that bits of DNA can alter.



A small piece of RNA is known as RNA (gRNA).



It is made of a small piece of pre-designed RNA sequence (about 20 bases long) located in
a longer RNA scaffold.



The scaffold part binds to DNA and the pre-designed sequence ‘guides’ Cas9 to the right
part of the genome



This ensures that the Cas9 enzyme cuts the DNA at the correct point in the genome.



Scientists can use DNA repair machinery to introduce changes to one or more genes. in the
genome of a cell of interest.



The guide RNA is structured in a way to locate and find the binds to a specific sequence in
the DNA.



The guide RNA has the RNA bases that complement that targeted DNA sequence in the
genome.



The Cas9 follows the guide RNA to the exact location, in the DNA sequence and makes a cut
across both strands of the DNA.



In this stage, the cell recognizes the damaged DNA and then tries to repair it.

Farhin

Genentically modi ied plants
What are genetically modi ied plants and how are they modi ied?



These are kinds of living organisms, whose genetic material has been arti icially changed
in a laboratory through genetic engineering, in a way to favour the expression of desired
physiological traits or the creation of wished biological products.
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This is created by the combinations of plants, animals, bacteria, and virus genes that generally do not occur in nature or by traditional cross-breeding methods.



Most GMOs are designed to withstand the direct application of herbicide or to produce an
insecticide.



Nevertheless, some new technologies are now used to create arti icial traits in plants, for
example, to resist the browning in apples, and to make new organisms using biology.



These are a kind of plant, in which the DNAs are modi ied by genetic engineering for embedding a new trait in the plants which do not happen naturally in the species.



The purpose of genetic engineering is to transcend the genus barriers by inserting an alien
gene in the seed to achieve the desired effect and the alien gene could be from a plant, animal, or even a soil bacterium.



A few genetically modi ied variants of maize, canola, soybean, etc are available.

GM crops in India:


The only GM crop that is allowed in India since 2002, is BT cotton, which has two foreign
genes from the soil, Bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), that allows the crop to build a
protein toxic to the common pest pink bollworm and another one is Ht Bt which is obtained
by the insertion of an additional gene, from another soil bacterium, it permits the plants to
resist the common herbicide glyphosate.



In Bt Brinjal, a gene allows the plant to withstand the attacks of fruit and shoot borers.



Earlier to this, the government of India restricted the commercial release of genetically
modi ied mustard due to very strong opposition from anti-GMO activists and NGOs.

The legal status of GM crops in India


The Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC), is the supreme body in India, that
checks the commercial release of GM crops under the aegis of the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC).



This committee is responsible for the growing activities which involve the use of largescale involvement of hazardous microorganisms and recombinants in research and from
the environmental perspective.



It is also responsible for increasing proposals for releasing genetically engineered (GE)
organisms and products into the environment, including experimental ield trials.



It also takes care of the increase in uses of the unapproved GM variant, which can lead to
an imprisonment of 5 years and a ine of 1 lakh ine under the Environment Protection Act,
1989
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Issue related to the Genetically Modi ied Crops
Agriculture Genetic Modi ication con lict: there are possibilities of getting some undesired
consequential effect like the resulting food can have an allergic reaction.


A study by Karolinska Institute Sweden and another study of Biopharmaceutical Company
Novartis, have pointed out that the CRISPR-Cas9-modi ied cells can trigger cancer.

The Germline Modi ication: in this modification process, the gene which is too passed on
to the children and future generations is intentionally changed- in a way to create genetically
modified people.


It is the most correct righteous debate related to genome editing centers about human
germline modi ication. This is so because it made the germline can transfer to the future
generation also.



For both safety and social reasons, Human germline modi ications have not been considered appropriate for many years.

Genetic Inequality:


The wealthy families of the society will be able to buy the latest upgraded offspring for
their children. consequently, it will bring genetic inequality, and even it will be a greater
inequality than the present world already has.



Many key scientists in this ield, have arisen concerns about the misuse of possible misuse
of the technology, which can be used for eugenics, to build genetic discrimination.

Regulation of Imported Crops:


Initially, the Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC) was responsible for regulating the GMO levels in imported consumables, under the Union environment ministry.



Later, the role of the committee was mitigated with the enactment of the Food Safety and
Standard Act, 2006, and the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) was allotted to check imported goods.

Farhin
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National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM): ensuring
accessibility and affordability of medicines in India
Prelims: National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM), National Pharmaceuticals Pricing
Authority (NPPA)
Mains: GS Paper II – Health, Government Policies and Interventions

Context
The new revised National List of Essential Medicines has been released by the Union Health
Ministry after 7 years. National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM), 2022, has 34 new drugs
which include 4 patented drugs.

What is the National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM)?
These are medicines to address the priority health care needs of the majority of the population
and thereby treat diseases that are a public health concern. For a medicine to be included in
NLEM, it must satisfy conditions of affordability, safety and efficacy and must be approved by
the Drugs Controller General (DCGI).
It usually contains those medicines which are recommended under the National Health
Programs of India. (ex. Bedaquiline used in TB Elimination Program)
It is published by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and is revised from time to time
depending on the changing public health priorities as well as advancement in pharmaceutical
knowledge.
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NLEM falls under First Schedule of The Drugs (Price Control) Order, 2013.
So far, it has been revised four times since its inception in 1996,- 2003,2011,2015 and
now in 2022.
Pricing of drugs under NLEM

Under the powers conferred under the Essential Commodities Act, 1955, the Government
issues Drug Price Control Orders (DPCO) which allows it to set a ceiling price for lifesaving
medicines. This ensures that the general public can access these medicines at an affordable
price.
NLEM contains medicine which fall under Schedule I of DPCO and are hence subject to price
control
Pricing is fixed by National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA)
Once a drug falls into NLEM, its price cannot be changed by the drug manufacturing company.
The prices are increased or decreased every year based on Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
Need for Revisions
While some medicines may become redundant and obsolete, or are found to be hazardous
for health with significant side effects and hence removed from the list-for example, the antiTB drug kanamycin was removed from the revised list due to its side effects on kidney and
hearing impairment.
It may also be removed from the list if the disease it aims to treat is no longer a public health
concern.
On the other hand, new treatment protocols may emerge or new drugs may be made which are
more efficacious and affordable due to scientific advancement in the pharmaceutical sector .
Hence the NELM must match the concerns and relevancy of the public health system.
The most significant feature of the 2022 list is the addition of some patented drugs. Generally,
NELM consists of generic drugs only, but this time, these patented drugs are added due to
their effectiveness in treating serious health diseases like Bedaquiline and Delaminid for TB,
Dolutegravir for HIV, and Daclatasvir for the treatment of Hepatitis C.
Significance of NLEM
The NLEM ensures accessibility and availability of medicines at affordable prices. It thus
reduces the out of pocket expenditure of the common man and promotes rational usage of
medicines.

Saumya khedwal
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The Doctrine of Essential Religious Practices:
Evolution and challenges
Context
The Supreme Court is hearing appeals against the Karnataka High Court verdict in the case
of Fathima Bushra vs State of Karnataka which effectively upheld the ban on wearing hijab in
government schools and colleges. The Karnataka High Court had upheld Government Order
pertaining to uniforms which indirectly led to a ban on wearing hijab. Supreme Court Judge
Justice Sudhanshu Dhulia orally remarked in the hearing that the Karnataka High Court should
not have gone into the question of essential religious practice.
The Karnataka HC ruling:
Wearing of Hijab does not form part of essential religious practice in Islam. Hence, the Right to
Freedom of Religion under Articles 25-28 of the Constitution is not violated by the ban.
Dress is not at the “core” of free expression and privacy rights, but is a “derivative” right, and
therefore weaker.
Classrooms are “quali ied public spaces” where individual rights must give way to the interest
of general discipline and decorum .
Ban is not targeting any particular religion as the Government’s order only directed students
to wear the uniforms prescribed by their educational institutions.
The object of prescribing uniforms will be defeated if there is non-uniformity in the matter of
uniforms.

The evolution of the doctrine of Essential Religious Practices (ERP)
The doctrine of ERP determines which religious practices would be protected under Article 25
and 26 of the Constitution. Article 25 which guarantees Right to Religion does not prescribe
what all is protected by it; the courts, over the years, have developed the doctrine of “essential
religious practices” to determine which religious practices would be protected under the Constitution. For this purpose they either rely on religious texts or whether the practice which is
under challenge existed when the religion originated.
Dr. B.R Ambedkar’s speech in the Constituent Assembly
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The beginning of the doctrine traces its origin to a speech made by Dr. B.R Ambedkar in the
Constituent Assembly where he argued that the de inition of religion should be restricted to
those beliefs and rituals relating to ceremonies that are essentially religious. The State should
be allowed to intervene in matters that touch upon religion or are connected with it but are
not intrinsically religious. Such an approach helped to differentiate between what was secular
from what was religious.

State Of Bombay vs Narasu Appa Mali, 1951
Earlier position was such that Courts refrained from interfering in question of religious practices. In the Narasu Appa case, the court held personal law, religious customs, usages and beliefs to be outside of the ambit of fundamental rights of equality, life and dignity. The judgment
made personal law immune from constitutional scrutiny. This position was later changed by
the Shirur Mutt case though the Narasu judgment was not explicitly overruled.

Shri Shirur Mutt Case, 1954
A seven judge bench of the Supreme Court held that the term “religion” will cover all rituals
and practices “integral” to a religion. Article 25(2)(a) allows regulation of the economic, political or commercial activities which are associated with religious practices. But the responsibility of determining what all constitutes integral religious practices was left on the Courts.
This was decided based upon what practices were considered essential or crucial by religious
denominations.

Ram Prasad Seth vs State Of U.P. And Ors, 1957
The Allahabad High Court ruled bigamy cannot be considered an integral part of the Hindu
religion, and hence not an essential religious practice of Hinduism.
Mohd. Hanif Quareshi & Others vs The State Of Bihar, 1958
The apex court held that the sacri ice of a cow on the occasion of Eid was not an essential religious practice for Muslims.
Sri Venkataramana Devaru v. State of Mysore, 1958
The court held that the exclusion of some people outside Hindu temples was not an essential
religious practice and held the temple in question was to be opened for all hindus
Dr. M. Ismail Faruqui Etc, Mohd. v Union Of India And Others, 1994
The court decided on the question whether praying at the mosque is an essential Islamic practice and held that while offering prayers is an essential practice, the offering of such prayers at
the mosque is not and namaz (prayer) by Muslims can be offered anywhere.
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Commissioner of Police v. Acharya Jagadisharananda Avadhuta, 2004
The court applied the doctrine to decide that the Tandava Dance was not an essential religious
practice of the Ananda Marga Faith. The dance was not performed till 10 years after the establishment of the Anand Marga faith and hence could not be held to be essential practice.Court
further observed that in order to determine whether or not a particular practice is an essential part of religion, the test must be whether the absence of the practice itself fundamentally
alters the religion.
Dr. Noorjehan Sa ia Niaz And 1 Anr vs State Of Maharashtra And Ors, 2016
The Bombay High Court permitted women to enter the sanctum sanctorum of the Haji Ali
Dargah. The court stated that exclusion of women from dargahs was not as essential feature
of Islam.
Shayara Bano v Union of India, 2017 (Triple Talaq case)
The Supreme Court rejected the argument that Triple Talaq was an essential practice under
Islam. Court refused to give it Constitutional protection under Article 25. It further held that
a practice which is merely permitted or not prohibited by a religion cannot be termed as essential practice. In the instant case, triple talaq was held to be against the basic tenets of the
Quran and thus violative of the Shariat.
Indian Young Lawyers’ Association v State of Kerala, 2017 (Sabarimala Case)
Sabarimala case rejected the claim of ‘Ayyappans’ (pilgrims) that the exclusion of women between the age of 10 and 50 from entering the temple constituted an essential practice and
allowed all Women from entering the temple. Justice Chandrachud criticized the Narasu Appa
judgment stating. “Those activities that are inherently connected with the civil status of individuals cannot be granted constitutional immunity merely because they may have some associational features which have a religious nature,” and “the immunity given to personal law
customs deviates from the vision of social transformation of the Constitution”

Issues with the test of essential religious practices(ELP)
Courts have assumed grave power to decide whether a practice which was religious in nature
was also “essential” to that religion. It is alleged in doing so, courts become “ecclesiastical authorities” which was never intended.
Courts infringe on the autonomy of religious groups to decide what they consider inviolate.
This leads to erosion of Freedom of religion.
It also prevents social reforms which happen organically in a society as once a court holds a
practice as essential to the religion, no law can be passed to change it regardless of the fact if
it is against social reforms. For example, the Court held excommunications made by the Dai of
the Dawoodi Bohra community as part of essential religious practice.
Justice Indu Malhotra, in the dissenting opinion in the Sabarimala case raised concerns about
14
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this. She was of the view that it is not for courts to determine which religious practices are
to be struck down. She stated that “Notions of rationality cannot be invoked in matters of religion,” adding: “What constitutes essential religious practice is for the religious community
to decide, not for the court” and “Present judgment won’t be limited to Sabarimala, it will
have wide rami ications. Issues of deep religious sentiments shouldn’t be ordinarily interfered
into.”
Way Forward
There is no clarity in the Constitution regarding what forms part of essential religious practices and the Courts have become the sole authority to decide on this question. Lack of certainty
leads to chaos many times. A nine judge bench will soon re-evaluate the “essential religious
practice test” in the review petitions iled against the judgment in the Sabarimala case. It is
hoped that the judgment will give some clarity on the doctrine and its interplay with Article
13 and Right to Freedom of Religion.

Saumya khedwal

Instant loan apps
Why in the news?



Recently, Wan Chenghua, 32 years old Chinese national was arrested by the Chandigarh
police, along with 20 others. It was reported to Chandigarh police that through instant
mobile applications these accused were blackmailing and extorting money from people.



As per the of icial of the Chandigarh cyber cell, the racket of luring people to take easy instant loans by mobile applications and then extorting money from them was stimulated by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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How do these instant loan mobile applications provide you with loans?


These mobile applications came up with the idea of providing small amounts of easy loans
but at very high-interest rates varying from 15 % to 20%.



These easy loan applications do not follow the in lexible procedures followed by the banks
before providing the loans, such as the veri ication of consumers.



A person, who is looking for some accessible loan applications, has to fill out an online
form, after downloading the application.



After that, the person has to provide permission to the applications to access the contacts,
photos, videos and other digital content present on the mobile phone.



Many applications give the loan amount after deducting the interest from the principal
amount, but some applications recover the interest on, a weekly or daily basis.



When loans to the customers are issued from the app, they divide the customers into a
different list of categories,



Based on the due dates.



On a due date, it is called the D-0 bucket, after the due dates from day 1 to 2, it comes under
the S1 bucket: from day 4 to 10, it comes under the S2 bucket, and from day 11 to 30, it is
the S3 bucket.



They treat their customers depending upon which bucket they fall into.



Abusive calls and threatening calls to a family member is their way to recover money.

The legality of these apps
According to the head of Central Detective Training School (CDTS) in Chandigarh,


Almost 90% of these kinds of mobile applications are not legally approved.



The Reserve Bank of India has no control over these.



These kinds of applications open the doors of extortion for borrowers.



The app handlers get access to the digital content of the borrowers through the applications.



The moment when the debtor fails to return the money due to high interest, the app handlers morph their picture, and blackmail to defame the debtor.



It was reported that these apps are often put up by Chinese irms, and the callers used to
trap the debtors are usually Indian.
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Some of these unauthorised apps are Cash Mama, Loan Zone, Dhana Dhan Loan, Cash Up,
Cash bus, Mera Loan, Hey Fish, Monkey cash, Cash Elephant, Water Elephant, QuickCash,
Kissht, LoanCloud, InstaRupee Loan, Flash Rupee-Cash Loan, Mastermelon Cashtrain, GetRupee, ePay Loan, Panda iCredit, EasyLoan, RupeeClick, OCash, Cashmap, Snapit, RapidRupee, ReadyCash, Loan Bazaar, Loanbro, Cash Post, Rupeego, Cash Port, RsRush, Pro Fortune
Bag, Rupee Loan, Robocash, CashTM, Udhaar Loan, Credit Free.

When does it start?


The trend of getting easy loans and extorting was started during the period of the COVID
-19 pandemic and continued.



In a survey, it was found that 58% of citizens of India, who used an instant loan app in the
last 2 years were charged 25% interest.



Around, 150 complaints of extortion and blackmailing by instant loan mobile apps have
been iled, in Chandigarh only.



Two Chinese nationals, along with 115 Nepali nationals, were arrested in Nepal for their
involvement in running an online fraud loan scheme that targeted Indians, back in February this year,

The action was taken by Government:


In June 2022, the Governor of the Reserve bank of India, Shaktikanta Das, alerted the Indian public about non-registered digital money lending apps, and hence if people have complaints related to such entities, then they must have to lodge police complaints.



However, if RBI receives complaints against any registered Digital Platform, Then RBI will
take action against them,



The governor also stated that it will set some guidelines against digital money lending
apps.



In order to protect the people’s data, The RBI has a portal‘Cyber Boost ‘- which has information, which can help citizens verify lending companies.



RBI has also guaranteed that law enforcement agencies are taking action, and requested
citizens to file complaints against these unregistered apps that provide easy loans on the
digital platform.



Also asked the citizens to borrow loans from dRBI registered digital lending apps only

Farhin
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NASAL VACCINE
Why in news ?
COVID-19 recombinant nasal vaccine of Bharat Biotech’s got its approval from the Ministry of
Health’s central Drugs Standard Control Organisation, for primary immunization of those who
are under the age of 18 years and above in a situation of emergency.
Manusukh Mandaviya the Health Minister has shared this information on Twitter

The nasal vaccine is a


The vaccines are generally given through different routes, among all of them the most common is to deliver the vaccine through injection shorts into the muscles (intramuscular), or
into the tissue just between the skin and the Muscles.



There are two other ways to deliver the vaccine into the body administering the liquid
solution orally into the body, which is generally practised for infants in some vaccines.



In some cases, the intranasal route is used, in which the vaccine is sprayed into the nostrils
and inhaled.



Most of the viruses, like the coronavirus, enter the body through mucosa-wet, squishy tissues that line the nose, mouth, lungs and digestive tract-triggering a unique immune response from cells and molecules there.



Many viruses, including the coronavirus, enter the body through mucosa — wet, squishy
tissues that line the nose, mouth, lungs and digestive tract — triggering a unique immune
response from cells and molecules there.



Scientists believe an intranasal vaccine can act against the virus more effectively to break
the body’s barrier.



on the other hand, intramuscular vaccine sometimes fails to elicit this mucosal response,
as they rely on the immune cells mobilized

The nasal vaccine works
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The vaccine stimulates the response in the blood, in both the case of delivery routes,



For example, B cells would churn out the antibodies – Including a particular potent disease
– ighter called IgG- to move in the body in search of the virus.



The T-Cell, another cell, would either help B cells produce antibodies or seek out and destroy the infected cells.



However, the vaccine, which is injected through the nose or mouth, also traps another set
of immune cells that hangs around mucosal tissue.



The B cells that live there can produce another type of antibody, called IgA, that plays a
prime role in killing airway pathogens.



In addition to this, the cell that is residing nearby will be able to memorise the pathogens
that it encountered and will lifelong scout the areas where these were 1st encountered.

What are the advantages of NASAL Vaccine :


The nasal route has supreme possibilities for vaccination because of the organized immune systems of the nasal mucosa.



It is non-invasive and needle-free, painless.



It is easy to insert into the body, as it does not require trained health care workers.



it can help to get rid of needle-associated risks (injuries and infections).



It will be suitable for children as well as for adults.



Scalable manufacturing, will possibly be able to meet the global demand.

Intranasal vaccines may be most bene icial for special populations:
o

It can be used in children and elderly people as it is easy to use, non-invasive

o

For HIV-infected patients with no fear of needle stick injuries

o

The multi-morbid patients who are exhausted from injections



From a manufacturing point of view.



The prime advantage of using an intranasal route is. the dry or liquids form of the formulation can be used



This gives advantages to transportation and wastage issues, because a cold chain may not
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be required.


Longer shelf life can be achieved.

What are the Concerns:


There is a very low chance to back the effectiveness of this route of delivery till now and
except for some lu,



They are safe but, their ef icacy is tough to achieve as it deepens on multiple bioengineering approaches.

Farhin

Supreme Court permits live streaming of proceedings of all Constitutional Bench
CONTEXT
The Supreme Court recently allowed live streaming of its proceedings in important Constitutional Bench cases from September 27. Constitutional Bench is a bench of the Supreme Court
having ive or more judges on it.

BACKGROUND


In 2018, The Apex Court in Swapnil Tripathi v Supreme Court of India declared live
telecast of Court Proceedings as part of Right to Access Justice under Article 21 of the
Constitution which deals with Protection of Life and Personal Liberty.



Consequently, “Draft Model Rules for Live-streaming and Recording of Court Proceedings”
were released to regulate live streaming of court proceedings.



Virtual hearings of court proceedings became common with the onset of COVID pandemic
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but these were restricted to the parties to dispute and were not accessible for the general
public.


In 2021, a PIL on concerns of COVID, suo moto taken up by the Gujarat High Court was live
streamed and was viewed by more than 94,000 people.



Currently, the Gujarat, Patna, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh High
Court have already been live streaming their proceedings through Youtube.

RESTRICTIONS
The Court may refuse to allow streaming of live proceedings in the following cases as suggested by the Attorney General of India, KK Venugopal:


Matrimonial matters,



Matters involving interests of juveniles or the protection and safety of the private life of the
young offenders,



Matters of National security



To ensure that victims, witnesses or defendants can depose truthfully and without any fear.



To protect con idential or sensitive information, including all matters relating to sexual
assault and rape,



Matters where publicity would be antithetical to the administration of justice, and



Cases which may provoke sentiments and arouse passion and provoke enmity among communities.

BENEFITS OF LIVE STREAMING PROCEEDINGS
The move will have great signi icance as will pave way for the following positive outcomes:


It will lead to de-congestion of courts



It would remove the need for people to come to Delhi from distant states for a day’s hearing.



It will lead to more transparency, inclusivity and better access to justice



Increase legal literacy and the public’s engagement with the Constitution and laws of the
land.



Improve the quality of conduct of the legal fraternity particularly lawyers and bring more
decorum and discipline.



Promote low of real time information



Various matters of national importance are lined up for hearing like petitions challenging
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the quota for economically weaker sections (EWS), hijab ban, and Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA),excommunication in the Dawoodi Bohra community, petition for enhanced compensation for victims of 1984 Bhopal gas tragedy, the and SC’s power to dissolve marriages
on the grounds of irretrievable breakdown. Hearing on such issues of national and public
interest deserve to be watched by the public.

CONCERNS OF LIVE STREAMING PROCEEDINGS
The decision has given rise to certain issues and concerts like:


It may lead to sensationalization and disinformation as clips may be circulated irresponsible with catchy sensational titles to garner views effectively leading to fake news and
propaganda.



People may be misled watching snippets of the hearing when in reality everything needs
to be viewed as a whole



May lead to self-censorship by Judges and lawyers to escape criticism on unpopular opinions. This goes against constitutionalism as judges are sworn to constitutional morality
and not popular morality



It may hamper genuine courtroom engagement



Issues of Lack of technical manpower in courts and awareness amongst litigants and advocates as well as their acceptance to the system change is also there.



May be susceptible to cyber attacks



Lack of Infrastructure and high-speed internet connectivity

WAY FORWARD:
Introduction of live streaming is a welcome step to enhance the justice delivery system in India. As the Supreme Court pointed out in Swapnil Tripathy vs Supreme Court , “sunlight is the
best disinfectant. Live-streaming will ensure that the interface between a court hearing with virtual reality will result in the dissemination of information in the widest possible sense, imparting
transparency and accountability to the judicial process” However, this must be implemented
with caution as Ex-CJI N.V. Ramana stated, “A judge cannot be swayed by popular opinion. Yes,
with increased public gaze, he might become a subject of multiple debates, that should never deter him from his duty to protect the right of one against the might of many. Always remember, as
a repository of people’s faith, a judge cannot afford to lose objectivity,” while to lawyers, he said,
they should watch over their clients’ interests rather than vie for publicity.

Farhin
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Repercussions of alternations in the catchment
area

Why is it in the news?
Bellandur , Varthur, Saul Kere and Kaikondrahalli, over low in these lakes of Bangaluru is a
consequence of the loss of interconnectivity of the water bodies, which is a prime reason for
the current urban looding.
When the government took up the work of the removal of suspended slits from the Bellandur
and Varthaur lakes in June 2020, that work is yet to be completed.
The main reason for urban loods in Bangalore is the Loss of Interconnectivity between
the lakes


The scientist of the Indian Institute of Science (IIS) has con irmed that the Bengaluru lakes
are not in a good condition.



Bengaluru has lost 45 to 50% of interconnectivity between the lakes, due to unplanned
urban development and encroachment.



which is the prime reason for the decaying of the lake due to sewage in low and also led to
frequent looding in the areas closer to it.



In the 19th century, Bangalore had a 740 sq km region and 1452 water bodies with a capacity of water storage of 35 TMC (thousand million cubic feet), which helps in both harvesting rainwater and also to mitigate loods.



But at present, Banlaguru has left with only 193 lakes and most of them lost connectivity
due to the blocking of the stormwater drains (rajakulaves) because of encroachment or
solid wastes.



The clag deposition in the lakes decreased the water holding capacity of the lakes.



The number of wetlands in Bangalore also reduced from 285 to 194.

Repercussions of Alteration of Catchment areas


Bangaluru has a signi icant interconnected lake system.



To secure the continuation of the Hydrological functions of the drains and lood plains, the
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valleys zones connecting the lakes must be protected.


But, the habitants of these valley zones of the cities continuously abuse the delicate ecosystem despite norms to protect them.



Due to large-scale catchment alteration with changes in land use and land cover, the Bellandur-Varthur wetland ecosystem in Bangalore, experiencing the threat.



In 2004 the wetland was started to convert into mixed land, to be used to build both residential and of ice complexes.




The upstream lakes to Bellandur and Varthur, which include Kaikondrahalli and Saul Kere,
are also over lowing due to the rampant encroachments of stormwater drains.



Because of rampant encroachment of stormwater drains, there is an over low in the upstream lakes to Belladur and Vathur , including the kaikondrahalli and Saul Kere.



A study by scientists stated that the stormwater drain connecting Bellandur lake from the
city market side was narrowed to 28.5 m against the original width of 60 m.



The groundwater restoration structure was not taken up due to the low of sewage in SWDs.



Drains and water bodies are not interconnected and linkage linkage between drains was
absent



This affected the free low of stormwater leading to frequent looding in many parts of the
city.

Failure of removal of clag


In 2020 June, Bangalore Development Authority commenced the removal of clag from the
Balladur and Vathur Lakes. But due to the pandemic, the work is yet to be completed.



Most of these lakes and drains in this series are either encroached or not the removal of
clag leading to looding.

What we can conclude


Hence, there is a very urgent need to include public open spaces within the urban fabric in
the form of storm management infrastructure, which could help our cities transform into
water-sensitive cities.



And the development in urban areas must be done under some environment-friendly
planning program

Farhin
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Hearing Before Death Sentence: SC refers to
Constitutional bench framing guidelines on
mitigating circumstances
CONTEXT
The Supreme Court has referred to a larger Constitution bench of 5 judges the issue of framing uniform norms for awarding the death sentence The 3 Judge bench headed by CJI UU Lalit
observed that the prevailing practice “places the convict at a hopeless disadvantage, tilting the
scales heavily against him”. This move is hailed as a much-needed reform in awarding death
penalty since there exist differences of opinion and approach in deciding whether the Court
is obligated to hold a separate hearing of sentencing after recording the conviction of the accused for a capital offense.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION OF DEATH SENTENCE AND JUDGMENTS


Under Section 235(2) CrPC, If the accused is convicted, the Judge shall..hear the accused on
the question of sentence, and then pass sentence on him according to law.



The apex court in Bachan Singh v State of Punjab(1980) upheld the constitutional validity
of death penalty and established the “rarest of the rare” principle to decide if death penalty
should be given to the convict. Court also held that after awarding death penalty, court
would conduct another hearing where the convict would place mitigating circumstances
before the court to convince him why he shouldn’t be granted death penalty.



While the State can present aggravating circumstances against the accused during the trial, the convict can produce mitigating factors only after conviction. This inherently discriminatory.



Due to some benches conducting hearing of sentencing the same day after awarding the
death sentence, other benches considering this to be against principles of natural justice, a
lot of ambiguity has arisen.
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The CJI in present case considered if mitigating circumstances ought to be brought to the
attention of the trial court at the very stage of framing charges or even after the conclusion
of the prosecution evidence.

AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES


Aggravating factors may increase a sentence, making the crime more serious in nature. For
example, if the accused is a Repeat/Habitual offender, if the victim was vulnerable due to
her age or mental or physical condition, if the crime was a hate crime, etc.



Mitigating factors on the other hand represent extenuating circumstances that might lead
to a reduced sentence. For example young age of the suspect, chances of the accused of not
indulging in commission of the crime again, psychiatric disorder or addiction, etc



Supreme Court in its reference stressed that a trial court must take into account “the social
milieu, the age, educational levels, whether the convict had faced trauma earlier in life,
family circumstances, psychological evaluation of a convict and post-conviction conduct,
were relevant factors at the time of considering whether the death penalty ought to be
imposed upon the accused”.

THE NEED FOR UNIFORMITY


In Manoj and Ors vs. State of MP, Supreme Court pointed to the absence of legal framework to handle death penalty sentencing and the subjectiveness and arbitariness of judges
involved.



Machhi Singh vs. State of Punjab gave judicial recognition to the notion of “shock of
collective conscience” as a ground for imposition of the death penalty. However, it failed
to clearly define in what circumstances would amount to “shock of collective conscience”



The lack of guidelines often make the poor and vulnerable bear the brunt. In a 2016, Project
39A study by National Law University Delhi analyzed pro iles of 385 death row prisoners
and found that 76 per cent of such prisoners belonged to scheduled castes and scheduled
tribes, other backward classes or religious minorities and over three-fourths were from
economically vulnerable sections.



The present three-judge Bench said a uniform approach as to when and how to afford an
accused opportunity to present mitigating circumstances before their condemnation to
death after the crime is declared “rarest of rare” should be decided authoritatively by a
Constitution Bench.

WAY FORWARD
Awarding a death sentence is a serious matter and trial courts should do so only after thoroughly weighing and balancing the aggravating and mitigating circumstances. The accused
should be allowed to lay down mitigating factors at the initial stage only and a humanistic
approach is needed. The drafting of uniform guidelines by the Supreme Court will give much
needed clarity to the issue. There needs to be additional review of the fact whether death
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penalty is needed since it has been done away in majority of the developed and developing
countries Law Commission Report, 2015 on Death Penalty recommended abolishing death
penalty and retaining it only for terrorism related offences and waging war against the country. A reformative approach to punishment in need of the hour.

Farhin

Rules notified for the Criminal Procedure (Identification)
Act, 2022
CONTEXT
The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) recently noti ied rules for The Criminal Procedure (Identi ication) Act, 2022 which gives legal sanction to law enforcement agencies to collect, store
and analyze and disseminate measurements of convicts for the purpose of identi ication and
investigation of criminal matters.

MEANING AND PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENTS
As per the rules, “measurements” include inger-impressions, palm-print, footprint, photographs, iris and retina scan, physical, biological samples and their analysis, behavioural
attributes including signatures, handwriting or any other examination referred to in Section
53 or Section 53A of the Code of Criminal Procedure(CrPC), 1973. Section 53 and Section
53A of CrPC refer to blood, blood stains, semen, swabs in case of sexual offences, sputum and
sweat, hair samples and finger nail clippings by the use of modern and scientific techniques
including DNA profiling, name, Address and age of the person. The main purpose of including
measurements is:
1. Ascertaining identity of the culprit.
2. To establish if a previously convicted person has committed a similar offense again.
3. Establish a previous conviction of the person
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KEY FEATURES OF THE ACT


The act permits taking of samples by Police not only from convicts but also from
those under preventive detention, persons ordered to give security for good behaviour
or maintaining peace and any person who is arrested for any offense. This includes all
measurements except biological samples. Biological samples can be taken only in cases
where offense involves crimes against women or children or crimes punishable with
imprisonment of less than 7 years.



The Magistrate is empowered to pass an order compelling any person to give measurements.



The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) is the nodal agency to collect, store, preserve and destroy the records of measurements. It can also share such records with any
law enforcement agency.



The data so collected will be retained in digital form for 75 years. It will be destroyed if the
person is acquitted or released without a trial.



Refusal or resistance by a person from giving samples will attract criminal liability.

THE NEED FOR THE NEW ACT


The act repeals Identi ication of Prisoners Act, 1920 .The 1920 did not have provisions
for collecting all the biological samples other than ingerprints and foot impressions, like
which are covered under the new act since most of these techniques were not developed
by that time. The Law Commission 87th report also had recommended amending various
provisions of the 1920 act.



The old act permitted sample collection of those persons who are arrested or convicted
with offences punishable with rigorous imprisonment of one year or more, the new
act has been liberal and allows data collection of persons arrested or convicted for any
offence.

CONCERNS
1. Ambiguity due to undefined terms


The Bill fails to provide an exact de inition of ‘measurements’.Terms such as ‘analysis’, ‘biological samples’ and ‘behavioral attributes’ used under the de inition of ‘measurements’
are open to varying interpretations which leads to ambiguity.



The bill empowers NCRB to disseminate this data of persons arrested or convicted but
it does not state for what purpose this data may be shared and the extent of information
which can be shared.

2. Against Constitutional Safeguards


The act is in con lict with the triple test for privacy- Legality, Legitimate State Purpose
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and Proportionality. given in the judgment of Puttaswamy & Anr. v. Union of India. The
act ful ills irst two tests but is alleged to be not proportionate. Hence, it is Against Right
to Privacy under Article 21. It also goes against the Right to be forgotten given in the
judgment as allowing storing of data for 75 years is a long time span.


Against Right to Equality under Article 14 which is against arbitrariness and unreasonable
classification as gives wide discretionary powers to Magistrate to give orders compelling
accused to give samples.



Violation of Right against Self-Incrimination under Article 20(3)

3. Issues of ethics and Regulation


The act fails to differentiate between categories of accused persons on the basis of the nature of offence. Hence, a person accused of even a petty offense may be treated at par with
a person accused of heinous crime.



The act does not deal in detail with procedural safeguards for collection, storage, processing, sharing and destruction of these measurements. This may lead to abuse of data for
surveillance purposes.

WAY FORWARD
While inculcating scienti ic methods of investigation is a dire need for improving the effectiveness and ef iciency of the investigation process, collection of sensitive information of accused
and making a database of it needs to be approached with caution. Fundamental Rights can
only be encroached if the restrictions are reasonable and far fetched invasion of bodily integrity cannot be acceptable. Any infringement of such data can have far reaching consequences
and the State should be well equipped to guard such data.

Saumya khedwal

Human development report 2021-22
Human Development report
Pre: social development and economics
Mains: GS paper III Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilisation of resources,
growth, development and employment, Major crops-cropping patterns in various parts of the
country.
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Why is int the news?
Recently the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) released the latest Human Development Report (HDR)
Generally, the country’s score on Human Development is checked on the basis of the Human
Development Index (HDI) and compared to the global average and score of some other comparable countries
The HDI consists of three broad parameters: longevity, education and income per capita
What is the Human Development report?
It aims to come up with the expansion of opportunities, choice and freedom, choice and freedom.
UNDP has been releasing Human Development Reports (HDRs) since 1990 and has surveyed
different themes through the human development approach.
Human Development Report 2021-22 is themed on “ uncertain Times, unsettled lives unsettled lives: Shaping our future in a world in transformation.”
The human development Index :
HDI is a static index that checks the betterment of human development on the basis of four
indicators
Life expectancy at birth
Expected years of schooling
Mean years of schooling
Gross national income
It was started when two renowned economists from Mahbub ul Haq from Pakistan and Amartya Sen from India created the measure.
It was created as a compliment to the GDP, as it focused on the importance of human development in the growth process.
The Human Development Index 2021-2022.
Life expectancy drop:
A large contributor to the Human Development Index’s recent decline is a global drop in life
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expectancy, down
In the last two years, life expectancy dropped to 71.4 years in 2021 from 72.8 years in 2019.
In the last two years, the pandemic put a devastating impact on billions of people worldwide,
also the wars like Covid -19 and the war in Ukraine hit and interacted with the extent the social and economical shifts and hazardous planetary Changes.
The tops scoring countries are:
European countries performed best overall, holding 8 top positions in the top 10.
The list of the countries with their score is
Switzerland

(1, 0.962)

Norway

(2, 0.961),

Iceland

(3, 0.959)

Denmark

(6, 0.948),

Sweden

(7, 0.947)

Ireland

(8, 0.945),

Germany

(9, 0.942)

Netherlands

(10, 0.941).

Asian countries:
Sri Lanka come up as the best performer in the Indian Sub-continent, at 73, with an index
value of .782
Followed by China (79 and 0.768),
Bhutan (127 and 0.666),
Bangladesh (129 and 0.661)
India
Nepal (143 and 0.602)
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Pakistan (161 and 0.544).
India scored 0.633 on the 2021 Human Development Index, which is considered as lower
than the world average of 0.732.


The life expectancy of India in 2021, is recorded at 67.2 years, at birth.

Schooling in India: Expected years of schooling at 11.9 years and mean years of schooling
at 6.7 years,
The Gross National Income per capita of India stood at USD 6,590.
India’s gender inequality has ranked 122 on the Gender Inequality Index.
The IHDI indicates a percentage loss in HDI due to inequality.
country (HDI rank)

world

India (132)

Switzerland(1)

China (79)

when HDI adjusts the
inequality

19% fall

25% fall

7% fall

15% fall

income share held by
poorest 40% of

18%

20%

20%

17%

Income share held by
the richest 1%

17%

22%

12%

14%

The IHDI value in 2019 for India was 0.537 (16.8% overall loss).
Gender Development Index:


It checks the disparities in the HDI by the Gender
country (HDI
rank)

world

India (132)

Switzerland(1)

China (79)

GDI

0.958

0.849

0.967

0.958

GNI per capita for
women (in 2017
PPP$)

12,241

2,277

53,597

13,980

Income share held
by the richest 1%

21,210

10,633

79,451

20,883
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The GDI value for India in 2021 is 0.490.
HDI metric women are legging behind men the most is the income per capita.
Gender Inequality Index:
Country (HDI rank)

world

India(132)

China(79)

Switzerland(1)

Maternal
mortality ratio(death per
100,000 lives births)

225

122

29

5

adolescent
birth
rate (birth per 1,000
women ages 15-19)

43

17

11

2.2

share of seats in Parliament (% held by
women)

26

13

25

40

female population
with at least some
secondary education
(% ages 25 and older)

64

42

78

97

labour force participation rate (% ages
15 and older )

46

19

62

62

GII

0.465

0.49

0.192

0.018

Gender Inequality Index (GII) presents a complex measure of gender inequality using three
dimensions:
In GII, India is at the 122nd rank.
Reproductive health,
Empowerment and
The labour market.


Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI):.

The MPI is used to check the many problems that is faced by the people of developing countries in their health, education and standard of living.
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In India, it was reported in 2019, that India had more than 382 million suffering from multidimensional poverty.
Country (HDI rank)

India

Bangladesh

China

brazil

Population in severe MPI(in
%)

8.8

6.5

0.3

0.9

Population
MPI(in %)

19.3

18.2

17.4

6.2

22.5

14.2

0.5

4.2

in

vulnerable

Population living below income poverty line (%) (PPP
$1.90 a day)

Planetary pressures-adjusted Human Development Index:
It balances the HDI for planetary pressures in the Anthropogenic to re lect a concern for
intergenerational inequality, similar to the Inequality-adjusted HDI adjustment — which is
motivated by a concern for intragenerational inequality.
The PHDI value can be determined as the level of human development adjusted by CO2 emitted per person and the material footprint per person to account for excessive human pressure
on the planet.

Farhin

5G rollout

Prelims: Science and Technology
Main: GS.III, industrial policy and its effects on industrial growth and development in Sci &
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Tech and its Development, applications and day-to-day effects
The background story


The Indian Aviation Safety Regulator body has written to the telecom department lagging
concerns over the probable interference of 5G C-Band Spectrum with radio altimeters because India’s telecom operators are preparing for the rollout of 5G service.



In July 2022, the cabinet gave its consent for the auction of the spectrum that can be used
to offer 5G services.



Total width of 72,097.85 MHz (or 72 Ghz) of the spectrum with a bona ide of 20 years.



The government of India also gave permission to the big tech firms for setting up captive
5G networks, and the telecoms have opposed any move to set aside spectrum for captive
private networks at an administered price.

About 5G technology


5 G is the ifth generation mobile network, it will provide faster and more steady communication that too with ultra-low latency.



According to the government panel report, it is expected that the 5G network will peak the
speed in the range of 2-20 Gigabit/seconds (Gbps).



5G will provide higher speed internet in India in contrast to 4G link speeds averaging 6-7
megabits per second (Mbps), in comparison to 25 Mbps in the advanced nations.



3rd Generation Partnership projects(3GPP) will de ine the standards for usage of 5G

5G Bands


There are 3 main bands in which 5G works, they are Low, mid and high-frequency spectrum, these all have their own advantages and limitations.



Low band spectrum: the maximum speed of it is limited to 100 Mbps(megabits per second),
however, it has shown improvement in terms of coverage and data exchange as well as in
the speed of the internet



Mid-band spectrum: it provides a higher speed on comparing to the low band, however, it
has limitations in terms of coverage area and penetrations of the signal.



High band spectrum- it offers the maximum speed in comparison to the former two bands
but offers limited coverage and signal penetration strength.

The primary concern of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)


It is expected that the interference of 5G with the aircraft’s radio altimeter could intercept
the engine and the braking system from transitioning to landing mode, which could prevent an aircraft from stopping on the runway.
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The DGCA works in close coordination with the Department of Telecommunications (DoT).

Radio altimeter:


It is a type of altimeter, an instrument used to measure the altitude of an object from a ixed
level above the earth’s surface, it is a radar aid.



It measures how far the ground an aircraft is travelling, in aviation.



It is effective only 20 ft to 2500 ft. and the auctioned frequencies sit too close to this range.

Advantages of 5 G


According to the report by the Government–Appointed Panel, it has been predicted that 5G
will create a cumulative economic impact of $ 1trillon in India by 2035. also in a separate
report of Telecom gear maker Ericsson, it was stated that by 20265G-enabled digitalization revenue potential in India will be above $27 billion by 2026.



In addition to this, the Global Telecom Industry GSMA has estimated that India will have
around 70 Million 5G customers by 2025.



It has been expected that the 5G will become the chief support of emerging technologies,
like the Internet of Things and machine-to-machine communication. it will also support
the application services, including driver-less vehicles, telesurgery and real-time data
analysis on a much larger scale



One of the prime use of 5 G will be, the implementation of a sensor –an embedded network
that will permit real-time relay of information across ields, like manufacturing, customers
durables and agriculture.



It can also help make transport infrastructure more systematic by making it smart.



Well-ordered Governance: This technology will also carry positive changes in the governance of the country, ease of living and ease of doing business.



It will escalate the convenience and will create many employment opportunities.



In the National Digital communication Policy, 2018 it was pointed out its potential
and TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF INDIA(TRAI) advised a reserve price for the
auction of 5G spectrum in 3.3-3.4 GHz and 3.4 -3.5 GHz bands.

The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI)


The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) was founded on February 20, 1997,
under the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 act of parliament, to monitor
telecom services, including tariff ixation and revision. Earlier to these are vested in the
Central Government.



It is a statutory body of the Indian government.
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Its main objective is to provide a fair and transparent policy environment that promotes a
level playing ield and facilitates fair competition.



Its HQ is in New Delhi.

Farhin

The growing need for strengthening Internal
democracy in Political Parties
CONTEXT
The Election Commission of India (ECI) has rejected the concept of a ‘permanent president’
for a political party stating it to be inherently anti-democratic. This decision comes in the
backdrop of Congress holding elections for the post of Party President and Andhra Pradesh’s
Chief Minister being declared as President for life by his party.
REASONS FOR LACK OF INNER PARTY DEMOCRACY:


No legal backing: There is no law that mandates political parties to conduct organizational elections at regular intervals. The ECI has time and again used Section 29A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951(which provides for registration of political parties
with the Election Commission of India) to issue guidelines to remind parties to conduct
elections to ensure that there is a renewal of leadership in every ive years. But the commission lacks any statutory power to enforce this.



Problem of over centralization in functioning of political parties: There is a problem of over centralization with only one or few people holding vast powers leading to a
high command culture. The 170th Law Commission Report – recommended introducing
a regulatory framework to govern the internal structures, accountability and inner
democracy of parties. It stated that a political party “cannot be a dictatorship internally,
and democratic in its functioning outside.”



Non Transparent Procedure of determining leadership: Leadership is decided by consensus and elections even if happen are contested unopposed to declare the de- facto power holder as the Party President



Financing structure: The inancing structure is of such nature that it necessitates centralized control by a single person or small group.



Fear that election may lead to party fragmentation: There is a fear that election may
trigger disunity and lead to breaking of party into smaller groups
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Norm of dynastic politics: power is held in a close knit group of a single family. Hence,
rising in ranks depends on relationship with the family instead of merit.

WAYS TO ACHIEVE INNER PARTY DEMOCRACY


Conduct election for post of leadership at regular intervals: The most common way to
realize inner party democracy is conducting elections for leadership positions in the party.



State funding of political parties: Former Chief Election Commissioner of India S.Y.
Quraishi proposed that parties should receive money as per the number of votes they get.



Stringent enforcement by ECI: The ECI should be irm in insisting on organizational elections, and stop condoning delays for not holding elections. Elections where one is elected
unopposed should not be recognized.



NCRWC Recommendations: It recommended that rules and by-laws of the parties seeking registration should include provisions for declaration of adherence to democratic values and norms of the Constitution in their inner party organizations.



2nd ARC on Ethics and Governance stated that over-centralization in the working of
political parties leads to corruption and the “the more remotely power is exercised from the
people, the greater is the distance between authority and accountability.”

Saumya khedwal

Draft Indian Telecommunication Bill, 2022
CONTEXT:
The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) under the Ministry of Communications has
released the draft Indian Telecommunication Bill, 2022 to deal with new regulatory issues
with the advent of OTT platforms. The bill seeks to do away with British-era laws governing
the telecom sector and bring various changes to the governing of the telecom sector in India.
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THE NEED FOR A NEW ACT
India is the world’s second-largest telecommunications market with a subscriber base
of 1.20 billion. In 2021, the Government allowed 100% foreign direct investment (FDI) via
the automatic route in the telecom sector which was previously capped at 49% . The sector is
a key river of economic growth and social development.
Hence, it is imperative to secure affordability and accessibility of telecommunication services.
It is also necessary to ensure that the communication is safe and secure in line with Right to
Privacy under Article 21 of the Constitution. Moreover, spectrum benign a public good and
hence it is the responsibility of the government to ensure it’s proper management
KEY FEATURES OF THE BILL
1. Consolidation of old, outdated laws: The bill consolidates Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, the
Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933, and the Telegraph Wires (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1950,
which presently govern the telecom sector. These laws have failed to keep pace with the
advancement of technology.
2. Bringing OTT in the ambit of “telecommunication services”: Over-the-top communication services like WhatsApp, and Telegram have been included in the de inition of telecommunication services. This would effectively mean that OTT platforms would also require a
license to operate the same way that telecom companies do.
3. Permits interception of information by authorized Government Of icial: The bill allows
information transmitted and received over telecommunication services to be intercepted
by a government of icial in the interest of sovereignty, integrity or security of India, friendly
relations with foreign states, public order, or for preventing incitement to an offence.
4. Dilution of powers of TRAI: The bill dilutes certain provisions of Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India Act (TRAI Act). For example, presently, the telecom department has to
obtain TRAI’s views before issuing a new license to a service provider which will not be
required with the passage of this bill. TRAI will also no longer be able to request the government to furnish information in order to make recommendations. Further, the Department
of Telecommunication had to earlier send matters back for reconsideration of TRAI if it
didn’t agree with it. The bill does away with this provision.
5. Reversion of control of Spectrum to Center in case of insolvency: If a telecom entity in
possession of spectrum undergoes bankruptcy or insolvency, the assigned spectrum will go
back to Center’s control.
6. Extraordinary powers to Center: Center can defer, convert into equity, waive off dues or
grant relief to any licensee under extraordinary circumstances.
7. Regulatory Sandbox: The Central Government may create a Regulatory Sandbox for testing of products and services in a controlled environment under the supervision of the Central Government. This will encourage innovation and development in the ield of telecommunication.
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8. Revealing identity of sender to stop Harassment and cyber frauds: The identity of person sending a message by use of telecom services shall be made available to the user receiving the message
WAY AHEAD
While the reforms were much needed to keep up with the rapidly evolving digital ecosystem
affecting the telecom sector, some concerns need to be addressed:


The bill may affect the role of TRAI as a watchdog, TRAI which has been an independent
body so far and has statutory backing. The proposed provisions might dilute its role to
oversee the telecom sector and affect its autonomy.



There are various messaging platforms that provide encrypted services. The bill gives
wide power to the government to intercept despite the encryption feature. Encryption
is done to protect the privacy of users. The discretionary powers to intercept need to be
exercised cautiously while abiding by principles of necessity and proportionality given by
the Puttaswamy judgment.

There is a need to resolve the bottlenecks of the telecom sector which has led to large unpaid
dues adding to the burden on the government’s inancial liabilities. But this needs to be done
while respecting privacy of individuals and establishing strong oversight by independent regulatory bodies to have a win- win scenario.

Saumya khedwal
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